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PARTHOOD

AND IDENTITY

ACROSS TIME*

emporalpartshavecomein handyin a numberofareasin

philosophy.' Let us take a close look at one use to which
some may be inclined to want to put them.

Suppose I own some Tinkertoys.I make a house out of them,finishing the task at 1:00. I put the house, which I shall call "H," on
an otherwiseemptyshelf.Since H is theonly Tinkertoyhouse now
on the shelf,and since also the timenow is 1:15,we may trulysay
(1)

H = theTinkertoy
houseon theshelfat 1:15

A tinkertoyhouse is made of Tinkertoys.And surelya Tinkertoy
house is made only of Tinkertoys:surelyit has no additional ingredients,over and above the Tinkertoysit is made of. (Perhaps
thereis such an entityas "house-shape." Even if thereis, it certainlyis not literallypart of any Tinkertoyhouse.)
It is an attractiveidea that the logic of parthood is the LeonardGoodman Calculus of Individuals,2which takes "x D y" (read: x is
*I am gratefulto George Boolos, Paul Horwich, Fred Katz, and SydneyShoemakerforcommentson an earlierdraft.
'It is familiarenough that theyhave been used by those interestedin the metaphysicsof matter.But so also have theybeen used by thoseinterestedin philosophy
of mind [cf.,forexample, David Lewis, "Survival and Identity,"reprintedin A. 0.
Rorty,ed., The Identitiesof Persons (Berkeley:Univ. of CaliforniaPress,1976)],and
even by moral philosophers [cf., for example, Alan Gibbard, "Natural Property
Rights," Not2s, x, 1 (March 1976): 77-88, and the views of Jonathan Edwards on
moral responsibility,describedby RoderickChisholm in Appendix A of his Person
and Object (London: Allen 8cUnwin, 1976)].
2 Henry S. Leonard and Nelson Goodman, "The Calculus of Individuals and Its
Uses," Journal of SymbolicLogic, v, 2 (June 1940). For perspicuousnessin thediscussion to come, I have strengthened
theiridentityaxiom.
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discretefromy) as primitive,defines'x < y' (read: x is part of y)
and 'x 0 y' (read: x overlaps y) as follows:
X < Y =df (z) (z D y D z D x)
X 0 Y =df (3z)(z < x & z < y)

and contains the followingdistinctiveaxioms:
(CI1)
(C02)
(C03)

(x = y)
(x 0 y)

(3x)(x G S) D

(x < y & y < x)

-(x D y)
(3y)(y Fu S)

identity
axiom
overlapaxiom
fusionaxiom

where 'x Fu S' (read: x fusesS, or the Ss, or the membersof S) is
definedas follows:
x Fu S

=df

(y)[y D x

(z)(z ES Dy D z)]

(Another way in which we might have defined 'x fu S' is this: x
fusesS just in case a thingy is part of x if and only if everypart of
y overlaps a memberof S.)
It is worthstressingthatthe fusion axiom says only that,if anythingis a memberof S, thenthereis a thingthatfusestheSs. What
I shall call thefusion principle3says thatif anythingis a member
of S, then thereis a unique thing thatfusesthe Ss:
(3x)(x X S) D (E!y)(y Fu S)

fusionprinciple

Or, as we may put it: if anythingis a memberof S, then thereis
such a thingas thefusion of the Ss. The fusionprinciple is provable in the Calculus of Individuals.
I said it is an attractiveidea that the logic of parthood is the
Leonard-Goodman Calculus of Individuals. If the axioms are true
thenso is thefusionprinciple.
under theirintendedinterpretation,
There are Tinkertoyson the shelfat 1:15; so the fusion principle
tells us thatthereis such a thingas thefusionof theTinkertoyson
the shelfat 1:15.1 shall call it "W"; so we can say
(2)

W = the fusion of the Tinkertoyson the shelfat 1:15

Surelya Tinkertoyhouse is made only of Tinkertoys.The TinkertoysH is made of are the Tinkertoyson the shelfat 1:15. So it
verynaturallysuggestsitselfthatwe should say
(3)

H=W

So farso good; no problemyet.
'Following Richard Cartwright,in "Scattered Objects," in Keith Lehrer, ed.,
Analysisand Metaphysics(Dordrecht,Holland; Boston, Mass.: Reidel, 1975).
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II

But we should take note of the fact that that fusion axiom makes
some people feelnervous.Few, I think,feelnervousabout thedefinitions or about the identityand overlap axioms, but many object
to the idea thatthereis somethingthatfuses(as it mightbe) the set
whose membersare all giraffesand all apples. They think the fusion axiom grosslyoverstrong.
But why? The fusion axiom does commit us to the existenceof
some prettyodd things,but, so far as I can see, theiroddityis no
objection to them.
Never mind: the problem I want to set beforeyou arises even if
we rejectthe fusion axiom.
For suppose you have some bits of wood in your hand now;
doesn't it follow that there is such a thing as the wood in your
hand now?
There are some Tinkertoyson theshelfat 1:15,and, since Tinkertoysare bits of wood, it seems rightto say theretherefore
is such a
thing as the wood on the shelfat 1:15. Let us call it "W"'; so we
can say
(2')

WI = thewoodon theshelfat 1:15

Surely a Tinkertoy house is made only of Tinkertoys. The
TinkertoysH is made of are the Tinkertoyson the shelf at 1:15.
The Tinkertoyson the shelfat 1:15 are themselvesbitsof wood. So
it verynaturallysuggestsitselfthatwe should say
(3')

H = W'

If the fusion principle is true,then thereis such a thing as the
fusion of the Tinkertoyson the shelfat 1:15. I gave that thing the
name 'W'. If thereis such a thingas W, it seems plausible to suppose that W' is identical with it; i.e., it seems plausible to suppose
thatthe wood on the shelfat 1:15 is the fusionof theTinkertoyson
the shelfat 1:15.
Even if the fusionprinciple is not true-in thatthefusionaxiom
is overstrong-it seems plausible to suppose that thereis such a
thing as W and that W' is identical with it; i.e., even if the fusion
principle is not (in general) true,it seemsplausible to suppose that
thereis such a thingas the fusion of the Tinkertoyson the shelfat
1:15 and that the wood on the shelfat 1:15 is identicalwith it.
But whetheror not thereis such a thingas W, it reallydoes seem
plausible to suppose that thereis such a thingas WI, the wood on
the shelfat 1:15. And that the Tinkertoyhouse H is identical with
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it. That will sufficeforgeneratingtheproblem I want to set before
you.
III

For let us give thename 'alpha' to one of thesticksthathelp attach
the roof of the house to its frontwall. At 1:30, I removealpha; I
thenreplace alpha witha new stick,beta,and I throwalpha on the
the time is 1:45. Is H still on the shelfat
floor. Shortlythereafter,
1:45?That is, can we trulysay
(4)

H is on theshelfat 1:45

?

Most of us are, I think,inclined to thinkwe can: mostof us are inclined to thinkthatH survivesreplacementof alpha by beta and is
still on the shelfat 1:45.
Now thereis trouble.For theconjunction of (3') and (4) entails
(5')

W' is on theshelfat 1:45

which is not true,for W' is only partlyon the shelf at 1:45-the
wood on the shelfat 1:15 is partlyon the floorat 1:45,since alpha
is on the floorat 1:45.
So also of course the conjunction of (3) and (4) entails
(5)

W is on theshelfat 1:45

which is also not true,even if thereis such a thingas W. For W is
only partlyon the shelf at 1:45-the fusion of the Tinkertoyson
the shelfat 1:15 is partlyon the floorat 1:45,since alpha is on the
floorat 1:45.
What to do? Somethinghas to give.
Well, we really must retain (4). Surely that is H on the shelfat
1:45. (This is the typewriterI bought five years ago, though I've
had a keyreplaced.)
So it is theidentitysentences(3) and (3') which have to go. But it
seemed intuitivelyrightto say thata Tinkertoyhouse is made only
of Tinkertoys.It was thatintuitionwhich led us to identifyH first
with W and then,anyway,with W'. There has got to be something
rightin thatintuition;but what is the somethingrightin it, if (3)
and (3') are not true?How is H relatedto W'-and to W, if thereis
such a thingas W?
David Wiggins,4I think,would say that W, or anyway W', constitutesH at 1:15,and that thatis the most thatcan be retainedof
the intuition that a Tinkertoyhouse is made only of Tinkertoys.
4Sameness and Substance (Cambridge,Mass.: Harvard, 1980),p. 30ff.
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He may be right.But we cannot tell until we are made clearerthan
Wiggins makes us about just what it is fora thingx to constitutea
thing y at a time t.
Richard Cartwright(op. cit.) draws attentionto a solution that
appeals to temporalparts. By hypothesis,H came into existenceat
1:00, and alpha was removedfromH at 1:30. H was in existence
throughoutthat time; and suppose we allow ourselves to say that
H thereforehad a temporal part that came into existence at 1:00
and went out of existenceat 1:30. If you like the fusion principle,
you will think thereis such a thing as W. It too was in existence
throughoutthat time;and suppose we allow ourselvesto conclude
thatit too had a temporalpart thatcame into existenceat 1:00 and
went out of existenceat 1:30. Let us call theseentities,respectively,
"H-from-1:00-to-1:30"
and "W-from-1:00-to-1:30".
Friends of temporal parts take it that the temporalparts of a thing are, literally,
parts of it; so we should say
is part of H
H-from-1:00-to-1:30
and
is part of W
W-from-1:00-to-1:30
A Tinkertoyhouse is made only of Tinkertoys.Throughout 1:00 to
1:30, H was made of the Tinkertoysthat W fuses;so shouldn't we
say
H-from-1:00-to-1:30 = W-from1:00-to-1:30
and thus that H and W share a part-that theyliterallyoverlap?
Tinkertoyhouses may be made of different
Tinkertoysat different
times,however;so don't we preserveas much as anyone could want
of the spiritof "A Tinkertoyhouse is made only of Tinkertoys"if
we say,quite generally,that,foreverytemporalpart x of a Tinkertoy house, there is a Tinkertoyfusion y such that x is identical
with,or at least overlaps,some temporalpart of y?
Of course you may not thinkthereis any such thingas W. Then
you are cordially invited to rewritethe preceding paragraph, replacing 'W' by W'W,and making the necessarychanges elsewhere
in it.
But what exactly are these putative entitiesH-from-1:00-to-1:30
and W-from-1:00-to-1:30?
Friends of "temporal parts" do seem to
be just a bit casual about the manner in which theyexplain their
use of thatterm;and a numberof people have, rightly,complained
thatwe are owed somethingmore carefulin the way of an account
of themthan we are commonlygiven.
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IV

There are a number of differentways of defining the expression
'temporalpart'. I shall tryto defineit in such a way as to lend the
greatestpossible plausibility to the metaphysicalthesescommonly
assertedby use of it.
What we are interestedin hereis physical objectsand theirparts.
Could I have said, more briefly,thatwhat we are interestedin here
is physical objects?That is, is not everypart of a physical object itselfa physical object? I should thinkso. But let us not assume this.
(I shall come back to it below.) Let us take thevariables 'x', 'y', etc.
to range over physical objects and theirparts. Then the firstof the
metaphysicalthesesthatmust be accommodatedis this:
(MI) If x is a temporalpartofy,thenx is partofy.
As I said, friendsof temporalparts take it that the temporalparts
of a thingare literallypart of it.
Or at least I think theydo. For all I know theremay be those
who thinkthatthe temporalpartsof a thingare not partsof it, but
only partsof somethingelse, perhaps of the thing'shistory.I shall
ignore that idea. (In any case, it is not clear exactlyhow appeal to
temporalparts is to help anyone see how H is relatedto W and W'
if theirtemporalpartsare not among theirparts.)
I should think that M1 rules out taking the temporalparts of a
physical object to be sets. Thus the temporalpartsof mychair, for
example, cannot be identified(as it mightbe) with the sets whose
members are the chair and a time-point or time-stretchat or
throughwhich thechair exists,forI should thinkthatno set is literally part of mychair.
What I suggest we do is attend to places as well as times. We
have the idea that no two thingscan occupy the same place at the
same time. Well, I hope that on reflectionwe shall conclude that
that idea is false. But if two things occupy the same place at the
same time, then don't theyat least overlap? Don't they literally
share a part?That at any rateis theroot idea thatgeneratesthedefinitions I shall give.
It will be simplestif we can make a certainassumption,viz., that
everyphysical object, and everypart of everyphysical object, exactly occupies exactlyone place at everytime-pointat which it exists. I mean to include among "places," of course, discontinuous
places, since there are physical objects that occupy such places
now-for example, my suit now occupies a discontinuous place,
thejacket being on one hangerand the skirton another.
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On one way of construing'places', thatis a strong,and presumably false, assumption. Suppose we take places to have "sharp
boundaries." (Because theyare sets of space-points?Because they
are fusionsof setsof space-points?No matter.)Common or garden
physical objects presumablydo not have sharp spatial boundaries.
(What exactly are the spatial boundaries of mychair now?) But let
us simply ignore the questions raised here. Let us take places to
have sharp boundaries, and ignore the fact that making the assumption therefore
involvesspatial idealizing.
We are letting 'x', 'y', etc. range over physical objects and their
parts. Let 'P' range over places. Let t range over time-points,and
'T' over times.I include time-stretches
among the times.I also include time-pointsamong the times,since many (most?all?) friends
of temporalparts take it thatphysical objects have temporalparts
that exist only at a time-point-i.e., that physical objects have
temporal"slices" as well as temporal"chunks." (So therange of 't'
is included in the range of 'T'.)
We go in two steps. Let us say, first,
x is a cross-sectional
temporalpartofy =df
(3 T)[y and x existthroughT & no partofx existsoutsideT
& (t)(t is in T D (P)(y exactlyoccupiesP at t D x exactly
occupiesP at t))].
Consider again the Tinkertoyhouse H. It existed through the
time-stretch
1:00 to 1:30. If thereis an x such thatx exists through
thattime-stretch
and such thatno partof x existsoutside thattimestretchand such that,forall time-pointsin that time-stretch,
if H
exactlyoccupies a place, then x exactlyoccupies it too-if thereis
such an x, then this definitiontells us that x is a cross-sectional
temporal part of H. The definitiondoes not tell us that thereis
such an x. The friendsof temporalparts,of course, thinkthereis;
but telling us thereis is thejob, not of any definition,but of a second metaphysicalthesis,viz.,
(M2)(T)[y existsthroughT D (3x)(x existsthroughT
& no partofx existsoutsideT & (t)(t is in T D
(P)(y exactlyoccupiesP at t D x exactlyoccupiesP at t))].
Consider again alpha, the stickthatwas in H until I removedit
at 1:30. M2 tells us that alpha had a cross-sectionaltemporalpart
that existed only from 1:00 to 1:30. Shouldn't all cross-sectional
temporal parts of alpha which existed only during that time be
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temporalparts not merelyof alpha, but also of H itself?Presumably theyshould; so let us say
x is a temporalpartofy =df
(3 T)[y and x existthroughT & no partof x existsoutsideT
& (t)(t is in T D (P)(y exactly occupies P at t
D x exactlyoccupies P, or a place in P, at t))].

This definitiontells us thatcross-sectionaltemporalpartsof alpha
which exist only during 1:00 to 1:30 are temporalparts of alphaand of H.
Nothing so farsaid ensuresuniqueness. For example, nothingso
farsaid ensures that,if H exists through 1:00 to 1:30, then thereis
exactly one x such thatx exists throughthat time-stretch
and such
that no part of x exists outside that time-stretch
and such that,for
all time-pointsin that time-stretch,
if H exactlyoccupies a place,
then x exactly occupies it too. But shouldn't uniqueness be ensured?I thinkthatfriendsof temporalparts would like it ensured;
indeed, I thinktheyaccept a thirdmetaphysicalthesis,viz.,
(M3) Ifx is partofy and y is partofx, thenx is identicalwithy.S
Betweenthem,M1 and M3 ensure the desireduniqueness. For suppose, forexample, thatx and x' both have thatrathercomplicated
relation to H which I just drewattentionto. Then x and x' have it
to each other. Then x and x' are cross-sectionaltemporalparts of
each otherand, hence, temporalparts of each otherand, hence, by
M1,partsof each other.It follows,by M3,thatx is identicalwith x'.
M3 is obviously a consequence of the identityaxiom
(x =y)

(x <y)

& (y <x)

of the Calculus of Individuals under its intended interpretation.
Friendsof temporalparts need not assent to all the axioms of that
Calculus: forall I know, some of themreject the fusion axiom as
too strong.(So faras I can see, thereis nothing in the metaphysic
of temporalpartswhich commitsits adherentsto theexistenceof a
thing that fuses the set whose membersare all giraffesand all apples.) But I thinktheyare all of themhappy to assent to the identity axiom.

M2 tells us that thereis an x that is a cross-sectionaltemporal
part of alpha lasting only from 1:00 to 1:05 and that thereis a y
that is a cross-sectionaltemporalpart of H lasting only from1:10
'But see section vii,fn. 12 in particular.
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to 1:15; and the definitionof 'temporal part' tells us that both x
and y are temporalpartsof H. Does it follow thatthereis an entity
thatfusesx and y? I thinkthateven those friendsof temporalparts
who thinkthat the fusion axiom is not (in general) truewould assent to
If x is a temporalpartofz and y is a temporalpartofz, thenthereis
a z' thatfusesthesetwhosemembers
arex and y
If this is true, then (in light of what precedes) theycan say that
thereis exactlyone such z' and thatit is, itself,a temporalpartof z.
But I do not give this furthermetaphysicalthesisa name, since I
suppose it is just barelypossible thatsome friendof temporalparts
thinksthateven this "fusion thesis" is too strong.
I have obviously been so using theexpression'is part of' to stand
fora reflexiverelation: I have been throughoutusing it in such a
way as to make it trueto say thateverythingis partof itself.I think
all friendsof temporalparts use the expression 'is a temporalpart
of' in thatway too-i.e., in such a way as to make theirfourthand
final metaphysicalthesis
(M4)

x is a temporalpartofx

true.
That looks at firstglance like an uninterestingmetaphysicalthesis; so it pays us to takenote of thefactthatit is verystrongindeed.
In the firstplace, with M4 in hand we can now easily deduce that
everyphysical object, and everypart of everyphysical object, is the
fusion of its temporalparts. But afterall, thatconsequence is presumably just as it should be-the friendsof temporalparts would
welcome it.
In the second place, we should ask: do "times" have "sharp
boundaries"? If so, something that is presumablyfalse now follows. Considera common or garden physical object-my chair,for
example. M4 tellsus it is a temporalpart of itself.The definitionof
'temporalpart' tells us that this means thereis a time T such that
mychair exists throughT and such thatno part of mychair exists
outside T and so, in particular,such that my chair itselfdoes not
exist outside T. But is there?Is therea time-pointt such that my
chair was in existenceat t and at no timebeforet? Or a time-pointt
such that my chair was not in existenceat or beforet, but was in
existenceat timesas close aftert as you like? I should thinknot: I
should thinkthereis no such thingas theexact temporalboundary
of a chair.
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Well, temporal idealizing is presumablyno worse than spatial
idealizing, and those who are still reading are alreadyengaging in
the latteractivity-see p. 207 above.
The thirdconsequence is far more serious. M4 tells us that my
chair is a temporalpart of itself,and this means thereis a time T
such that my chair exists through T and such that no part of my
chair existsoutside T and so, in particular,such thatmy chair exists throughand only throughT and no part of it existsbeforeT.
Now mychair was made out of wood: fourwooden legs, a wooden
seat, and a wooden back were screwedtogetherto make thatchair.
So the legs, seat, and back existed before the chair existed; so
neitherthe legs, seat, nor back of the chair are parts of the chair.
What an absurd resultto have arrivedat!
"No doubt it sounds odd," says thefriendof temporalpartswith
a sigh. "But it can be lived with. For keep this in mind: if thelegs,
seat, and back of the chair are not themselvesparts of the chair,
theydo at all eventsoverlap the chair-since theyhave temporal
parts thatare temporalpartsof the chair."
And perhaps the friendof temporal parts doesn't even sigh. A
Tinkertoyhouse is made only of Tinkertoys;and isn't a chair made
only of bitsof wood, metal,cloth,etc.?And how is thisintuitionto
be more tidilyaccommodated than by saying that everytemporal
part of a chair overlaps a temporalpart of one or otherof the bits
of wood, metal,cloth,etc.,of which it is made-and thatthe chair
itselfjust is the fusionof its temporalparts?
More precisely: by saying that every temporal part of a chair
overlaps a temporalpart of one or otherof the bitsof wood, etc.,of
which the chair is at some timeor othermade. A Tinkertoyhouse
is made only of Tinkertoys,but it may be made of different
Tinkertoysat different
times-rememberthereplacementof beta foralpha
in H. Similarly,a chair may be made of different
bitsof wood, etc.,
at different
times.How betterto capturewhat goes on when a chair
or house is made or when a bit of stuffis replaced in a chair or
house, than by adoption of the metaphysicof temporalparts?
v

It seems to me a crazymetaphysic-obviously false. But it seems to
me also that thereis no such thingas a proof thatit is false.6
Some people have the idea that it follows fromthis metaphysic
that the world is static,thatnothingchanges, and that,thatbeing
false, the metaphysicmust be false. But why should we thinkthat
this does follow? A thingchanges if and only if it has a featureat
6

But see section vii,fn. 12 in particular.
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an earlier time which it lacks at a later time. And a friendof temporal parts says that changes take place all the time, but that a
thingdoes have a featureat an earlier timewhich it lacks at a later
time if and only if earlier cross-sectionaltemporal parts of the
thing have it and later cross-sectionaltemporalparts of the thing
lack it.
Again, some people object to the factthatthis metaphysicyields
thatmorethanone thingcan occupya givenplace at a given timee.g., the cross-sectionaltemporalpart of H which existsonly from
1:00 to 1:30 occupies theverysame place at 1:15 as H itselfoccupies
at 1:15. But should we take thisseriously?On reflection,it does not
appear to be a conclusive objection. For afterall, the metaphysic
also yields that those two things,though not identical,are not discrete-it yields that the formeris part of the latter.
I have deliberatelyrefrainedfrom including among the metaphysical thesesanythingthatsays thatthe temporalpartsof a thing
are ontologicallyor epistemologically"prior" to it. These are dark
notions; but I thinkwe have some grip on what theyare, enough
perhaps to be able to constructa (more or less messy)argumentto
the effectthat the temporalpartsof a physical object are not ontologically or epistemologically prior to it. No matter.What concerns me now is not theirpriority,but theirveryexistence.
Why should we accept this metaphysic?I am inclined to think
that the friendsof temporal parts are largely motivatedby two
things:one, the factthat so many problems in philosophy having
to do with identityacross timecan be so tidilysolved by appeal to
them,and, two,what mightbe called "the spatial analogy." I shall
come back to the firstlater;let us attendnow to the second.
Suppose I have a piece of chalk in myhands now, one end in my
righthand, the otherin my left.It is a plausible idea that thereis
such a thingas the "right-handhalf" of the bit of chalk. (No part
of it is in my lefthand.) If thereis such a thing,we mightas well
call it "Alfred."
Friends of temporalparts say that,analogously, thereis such a
thing as the "later half" of the bit of chalk. (No part of it existed
when the chalk firstcame into existence.)If thereis such a thing,
we mightas well call it "Bert."
I think it is not merelyplausible to think that thereis such a
thing as Alfred,but thatwe are under considerablepressureto say
that thereis. For I can break the bit of chalk in half. (Actually,it
isn't easy to break a bit of chalk exactly in half, but I might be
lucky.) If I do, I will have somethingin my right hand which is
white,roughlycylindricalin shape, dusty,etc.; and it could hardly
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be said that that thingwill come into existenceat breaking-timesurelythe thingdoes exist beforeI breakit (note that"it") off.And
surelythe thingdoes exist now, even if I neverbreak it off.
There is no analogous pressureto say that thereis such a thing
as Bert,(Homework: trybreakinga bit of chalk into its two temporal halves.)
Friends of temporalparts are quite unmoved by this difference.
They say: No doubt thereare differences,but why shouldn't we
take lasting throughtime to be analogous with extendingthrough
space? Why shouldn't we say that,just as thereis Alfred,so also
thereis Bert?
Let us look at theconsequences forBertof the idea thatBertis to
be Alfred'stemporalanalogue.
Is Alfreda physical object?It would presumablybe wrong to say
thatAlfredis a bit or piece or chunk of chalk. If I breakAlfredoff,
Alfredwill become a bit of chalk; but I have not in fact broken
Alfredoff.It is an interestingand not easily answerable question
why Alfredis not now a bit of chalk. The point isn't that Alfred
isn't independentlymovable, for you can glue two bits of wood
together,which are then two bits of wood that are not independently movable. (Of course you could break offone of the bits of
wood; but so could you break Alfredoff.)And I think the point
isn't that Alfredis continuous with more chalk; for if Alfredhad
been brokenoffand were now being held carefullyin place again,
it is arguable thatAlfredwould have been a bit of chalk continuous with anotherbit of chalk. No matter:as thingsstand,Alfredis
not a bit or piece or chunk of chalk.
Somethingsimilar should presumablybe said of Bert,viz., thatit
too is not a bit or piece or chunk of chalk. (For temporal parts
come and go duringa timein which I have only one bit of chalk in
my hand.)
Now perhaps it may be thoughtthata thingis not a physicalobject unless it is a bit or piece or chunk of stuffof some kind. It
would be no surprise if one who took this view thought that
neitherAlfrednor Bertis a physical object. It was to allow forthe
possibilitythatsomeone mighttake this view thatI said we should
take 'x', 'y', etc. to range not merelyover physical objects,but also
over anythingthatis part of a physical object.
What are Alfredand Bertthen?Well, perhaps it will be said that
theyare quantities7of chalk. Or portions8of chalk. Which leaves it
7In thesense singledout by Helen MorrisCartwright,
in "Quantities," The Philosophical Review, LXXIX, 1 (January1970): 25-42.
8Following Allan Gibbard, in "Contingent Identity,"Journal of Philosophical
Logic, iv, 2 (May 1975): 187-221.
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respectableentities,with any number
open forthemto be perfectly
of ordinaryphysical properties.Thus Alfredpresumablyis white,
roughly cylindrical in shape, and dusty; if the bit of chalk now
weighs threeounces, thenAlfredpresumablynow weighs an ounce
and a half; and so on. And shouldn't we say,analogously, thatBert
is white, roughly cylindricalin shape, and dusty?Perhaps by the
timeBertcomes into existence,the bit of chalk will weigh less than
threeounces; but surely Bert will have some weight or other at
everytimeat which it exists-just as Alfreddoes. If Alfredand Bert
are not bits of chalk, and thereforenot physical objects, theyare
anyway,both of them,surelychalk.
If Bert has not got theseproperties,then it is veryobscure what
Bertis, and hard to see whydrawingour attentionto Alfredshould
incline us to thinkthereis such a thingas Bert.
I said this seems to me a crazymetaphysic.It seems to me thatits
full crazinesscomes out only when we take the spatial analogy seriously.The metaphysicyields thatif I have had exactlyone bit of
chalk in my hand forthe last hour, then thereis somethingin my
hand which is white, roughly cylindrical in shape, and dusty,
something which also has a weight, something which is chalk,
which was not in my hand threeminutes ago, and indeed, such
that no part of it was in myhand threeminutesago. As I hold the
bit of chalk in my hand, new stuff,new chalk keeps constantly
coming into existenceex nihilo. That strikesme as obviouslyfalse.
At a minimum,we ought to see whetherthereisn't some less extravagantway of solving the problemwith which we began.
VI
What exactlyis the problem?Whetheror not thereis such a thing
as W (the fusion of the Tinkertoyson the shelf at 1:15), thereis
such a thing as W' (the wood on the shelf at 1:15). A Tinkertoy
house is made only of Tinkertoys;thatis an intuitionwe should like
to preserve.Tinkertoysare bits of wood. So it seems right to say
that the Tinkertoyhouse H is identical with W'. But at 1:30, I remove alpha fromH, and thenreplace it with beta. H is on theshelf
at 1:45, but W' is not thenon the shelf,foralpha is on the floorat
1:45. So how is H relatedto W'?
I spoke earlierof alpha's having been "in H" until 1:30, when I
removed it fromH and replaced it with beta. I have been trying
throughout(not withoutdifficulty)to avoid speaking as common
sense speaks. Common sense says: alpha was part of H, and then
ceased to be; beta was not part of H, but became part of H.
It reallyis the most obvious common sense thata physicalobject
can acquire and lose parts. Parthood surely is a three-placerelation, among a pair of objects and a time. If you want to construe
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parthood as a two-placerelation,you reallywill have to indulge in
temporalparts to accommodate what common sense calls acquisition and loss of parts.But why should anyone want to?
If parthood is a three-placerelation, then it is not possible to
read the expression 'x < y' of the Calculus of Individuals as: x is
part of y. And it cannot be said that the logic of parthood is the
Calculus of Individuals.
But we can easily constructa Cross-temporalCalculus of Individuals, by emending the Leonard-Goodman definitionsand axioms. I thinkit pays us to do so.
Let us take as primitive'x D y @ t', and read it as: x is discrete
fromy at t.
But we cannot move on just yet.For the intendedinterpretation
of 'x D y @ t' to be fixed,it has to be fixedforall threesomesof a
pair of objects and a time-pointwhich make 'x D y @ t' trueand
which make it false. There is no difficultyif both objects exist at
the time-point:your nose is now discretefrommy nose, your nose
is not now discretefromyour face, and so on. But what if one or
more of the objects does not exist at the time-point?Is Caesar's
nose now discretefromyour nose?
Looking ahead, we know that the intended interpretationof
For
'x D y @ t' is to be such as to link it with parthood-at-a-time.
example, the threesomecontaining A, B, and 9 P.M. should make
'x D y @ t' trueif and only ifA and B have no part in common at
9 P.M. More precisely:if and only if thereis no z such thatz is part
of A at 9 P.M. and z is part of B at 9 P.M. Well, is therea z such that
z is now part of Caesar's nose? Afterall, Caesar's nose does not exist
now. I thinkit will seem rightto say: if x does not exist at t, then
thereis no z such thatz is partof x at t. (If mycar goes out of existence at midnighttonight,nothing will be part of it tomorrow.)If
we do adopt thisview,we are committedto sayingthatthereis no z
no z that is now
that is now part of Caesar's nose and, therefore,
part of both Caesar's nose and your nose and, thus, that Caesar's
nose is now discretefromyour nose. More generally,adopting this
view is adopting an existenceprinciple expressibleas follows:
x doesnotexistat t D (y)(x D y @ t)

principle
firstexistence

I thinkit reallydoes seem rightto say thesethings-until it strikes
us thatit followsthatnot even Caesar's nose is now partof Caesar's
9 The variables of the Calculus of Individuals range only overexistingentities.In
the same spirit,the variables 'x', 'y', etc. of the Cross-temporalCalculus of Individuals are to range only over entitiesthatexist at some timeor other.
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nose and that Caesar's nose is now discreteeven fromitself.There
is no entirely happy alternative in the offing here. We might
weaken the firstexistenceprinciple; e.g., we mightchoose to say,
instead,
x doesnotexistat t D (y)(x D y @ t y $ x)
But this has its own unhappy consequence, viz., that a thing is
atomic at all times at which it does not exist; and choosing it
would impose complications elsewhere.So I suggestwe accept the
unhappy consequences of what I called the "firstexistenceprinciple," and take it to control the intended interpretationof
'x D y @ t'.
We should surelysay also that,if everythingis now discretefrom
a thing,then that thingdoes not now exist-more generally,that
(y)(x D y @ t) D x doesnotexistat t

secondexistence
principle

The conjunction of the firstand second existenceprinciplesis
x doesnotexistat t (y)(x D y @ t)
or, alternatively,
x existsat t

-(y)(x D y @ t)

So we may introduce'x E@ t' (read: x exists at t) by definitionas
follows:
x E@ t =df -(y)(x D y @ t)
'x < y @ t' (read: x is part of y at t) and 'x 0 y @ t' (read: x overlaps y at t) are now definableas follows:
X <

y@

t =df x

E@ t & y E@ t & (z)(z D y @ t D z D x @ t)
@ t & z <y @ t)

X 0 y @ t =df (3z)(z <x

The old overlap axiom is easy enough to emend: what we want is
(CC12)

(x 0 y @ t)

-(x D y @ t)

newoverlapaxiom

The old identityaxiom is not so easily emended,however.That
is, we obviouslycannot replace it with
(x = y)

(x <y @ t & y <x @ t)

forthis tells us that,whatevertimeyou choose, x is identicalwithy
only if x is part of y at thattimeand y is part of x at thattimeand,
thus (by the definitionof 'x < y @ t'), only if x and y exist at that
time. That is far too restrictive.Caesar's nose is surely identical
with Caesar's nose, even if it does not exist now.
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What we want is instead this: x is identical with y if and only if
forall timest such thatone or theotherof themexistsat t,x is part
of y at t, and y is part of x at t-i.e.,
(CCI,)

(x = y) (t)[(x E@ t V y E@ t) D (x < y @ t & y < x @ t)]

newidentity
axiom

A greatmanyanalogues of theoremsof the Calculus of Individuals are now provable in the Cross-temporalCalculus of Individuals. It is perhaps just worthdrawing attentionto the factthat,although 'x < x' is provable in the Calculus of Individuals,
{x < x @ t' is not provable in the Cross-temporalCalculus of Individuals. But it plainly ought not be; for what it tells us is that,
whatevertime you choose, x is part of itselfat that time and thus
(by the definitionof 'x < y @ t') thateverythingexistsall the time.
What is provable in the Cross-temporalCalculus of Individuals is,
instead,this:
x E@ t

x< x@ t

which says only that,whatevertimeyou choose, x is partof itselfat
that time if and only if it existsat that time.
The old fusion axiom presentsa differentkind of problem. If
thingscan have different
parts at differenttimes,thena thingcan
fuse one set at one time and a differentset at a differenttime. Indeed, fusinghas to be regardedas relativizedto times,and I suggest
we redefineit as follows:
x Fu S @

t =df

x E@ t & (y)[y D x @ t

(z)[(z

e

S & z E@ t) D t D z @ t]]

One possible analogue of the old fusion axiom is, then,this:
(CC13)

(3x)(x

X

S & x E@ t) D (3y)(y Fu S @ t)

But that is only one of the possibilities. It is, afterall, rather
weak. It allows us to say, forexample, thatthereis somethingthat
fusesCaesar's nose in 44 B.c. and thatthereis somethingthatfuses
Nixon's nose in 1979; but it does not allow us to conclude that
thereis somethingthatboth fusesCaesar's nose in 44 B.c. and fuses
Nixon's nose in 1979. Admirersof the Calculus of Individuals will
surely want that therebe such a thing and will, therefore,
regard
the axiom I set out as too weak to be regardedas the appropriate
analogue of the old fusionaxiom.
There are a number of available middle grounds, but I suspect
that the trulydevotedfriendsof fusionswill want to go the whole
distance. The simplestway of expressingtheirview is to take them
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to say that thereis not one fusion axiom in the Cross-temporal
Calculus of Individuals, but indefinitelymany, the procedurefor
generatingthem being this. Take any set of n sets SI . . . Sn. For
n = 1, writewhatI earliercalled(CCI3). For n = 2, write
[tl

# t2 & (3x)(x X

S1 & x E@ t1)& (3y)(y &S2 & y E@ t2)]
D (3z)(z Fu Si @ t1 & z Fu S2 @

t2)

and so on. For my own part, I have no objection-it seems to me
that one has only to live with fusions fora while to come to love
them.But I shall not argue forall or even any of thesefusionaxioms. I do not know what an argumentforthemwould look like.
By the same token, however, I do not know what an argument
against themwould look like, "What an odd entity!"not seeming
to me to count as an argument.So I shall leave it open which fusion axiom or axioms should be regardedas replacing the old fusion axiom.
More precisely,I shall leave it open which fusion axiom or axioms should be regardedas replacing the old fusion axiom, so long
as the axiom or axioms chosen do not guarantee the uniqueness of
fusions. For we do not want an analogue of what I earlier called
"the fusionprinciple" to be provable in the Cross-temporalCalculus of Individuals. The fusion principle, it will be remembered,
says that,if anythingis a memberof S, thenthereis a unique thing
that fuses the Ss. We do not want to have it provable that if anythingis a memberof S and existsat t, then thereis a unique entity
that fuses the Ss at t: we want, precisely,to leave open that there
may be more than one. My reason for saying that issues fromthe
use to which I would like to be able to put thesenotions. Consider
again the Tinkertoyhouse H. A Tinkertoyhouse is made only of
Tinkertoys;and H is, at 1:15, made only of the Tinkertoyson the
shelfat 1:15. I would like, therefore,
to be able to say thatH fuses,
at 1:15, theTinkertoyson the shelfat 1:15. And what about W', the
wood on the shelf at 1:15? I would like to be able to say that that
too fuses the Tinkertoyson the shelf at 1:15. But nothing can be
trueif it licenses our concluding fromthis thatH is identical with
w'.
With fusions now relativizedto times, we cannot single out a
thing to call "W" as I did in section I above:
(2)

W = thefusionof theTinkertoys
on theshelfat 1:15

now lacks a sense, for therenow is no fusingsimpliciter, thereis
only fusing-at-a-time.And, without an analogue of the fusion
principle,we cannot even single out a thing to call "W" by draw-
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ing attentionto the factthat thereis somethingthatfuses,at 1:15,
the Tinkertoyson the shelfat 1:15: i.e., we cannot replace (2) with
W = theunique thingthatfuses,at 1:15,theTinkertoys
on theshelfat 1:15
fortheremay be more than one thing thatdoes this. Indeed, I suggest we agree that thereare at least two thingswhich do this,viz.,
H and W'.
Perhaps you have no tasteforfusions,and regardthenew fusion
axioms (like the old one) as grosslyoverstrong.All the same, the
difficultywe began with can be eliminated,and withoutappeal to
temporal parts, if we say that parthood is a three-placerelation10
and thatthe new identityaxiom (interpretedas I indicated) is true.
How is H relatedto W'? We can say, quite simply,that
H < W' @ t & W' < H @ t

is trueforall timest between1:00 and 1:30 (which was when alpha
was removedfromH); but thatit is not trueforany othertimest.
Since H and W' exist at timesat which it is not true,H is not identical with W'.l
More generally,a Tinkertoyhouse is made only of Tinkertoys,
and Tinkertoysare bits of wood; so, at everytime throughoutits
life,a Tinkertoyhouse is part of, and contains as part,the wood it
is made of at that time.
VII

There is a difficultyanalogous to the one we began with,which I
suggestwe look at briefly.
Let us supply the Tinkertoyhouse H with a differenthistory.
Suppose H came into existenceon a shelfat 1:00 and that all the
Tinkertoysit was then made of, indeed, all the bits of wood, indeed, all of the stuffit was then made of, came into existence at
'0 Unlike physical objects, eventsreallydo have temporalparts (though the term
forevents);hence thereis no need to use tensesin ascribmust be defineddifferently
ing parthood relationsto events.We can take eventsto be a model of theCross-temporal Calculus of Individuals (reading x E@ t as: x is occurringat t). But theeventidentitiesso obtained would be the same as those I obtained [in Acts and Other
Events (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell)] by takingeventsto be a model of the simplerCalculus of Individuals.
" David Wiggins would say that W' constitutesH at 1:15-see p. 204 above. I said:
fine,but what is it fora thingx to constitutea thingy at a time t? I have no great
confidencein the likelihood of his accepting the gift,but I offerhim the following:
x constitutesy at t =df X < y @ t & y < x @ t
On this account of the matter,H constitutesW' at 1:15 if W' constitutesH at 1:15;
but thatstrikesme as harmless.
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1:00 along with H. Suppose that the whole thingrestedquietly on
theshelfuntil5:00,and theneverything-house,bitsof wood, stuffall went out of existencetogether.Let W' be, as before,the wood
on the shelfat 1:15. Now we can say more than thatW' is partof H
from1:00 to 1:30, and H part of W' from1:00 to 1:30: we can say
that,forall times t such that eitherof themexists at t, W' and H
are parts of each otherat t. It follows, by the new identityaxiom,
thatH is identical with W'.
Is that an acceptable conclusion? I am sure that thereare those
who will say it is not. For isn't it trueof W', and false of H, that
W' could have failed to have the formof a house? Can't wood come
into existencein ship shape as well as in house shape? But houses
can't.
But is thata possible history?Normally,a house that is made of
Tinkertoyswas made of Tinkertoys;i.e., normally,the Tinkertoys
existed beforethe house did, and the house was then built out of
them. Could a house, and the Tinkertoysit is made of, come into
existencetogether?
Again, could some wood have come into existence ex nihilo?
(Compare the temporalpartsof the bit of chalk.)
Well, I was being unfairto thosewho thinkthereis a problemin
the offinghere. Let us suppose I make a house, not out of Tinkertoys,but out of ice. I do so, not by fittingbits of ice together,but
by pouring waterinto a house-shapedice-tray,and freezingit. Four
hours later,I melt the whole thingdown, and throwout the water.
Worriesabout temporalidealizing apart,we can say thatthe house
and the ice it was made of came into existence(and wentout of existence)together.And theice didn't come into existenceex nihiloit came into existenceex aqua. But surely(it will be said) thehouse
is not identical with the ice. For the ice, but not the house, could
have failed to have the formof a house. I could have poured that
verysame waterinto a ship-shapedice-trayinstead.
I don't myselffind it obvious that a piece of house-shaped ice
could have been a piece of ship-shaped ice; but my informantstell
me it could have been. If theyare right,we mustgive up theCrosstemporalCalculus of Individuals,because we mustgive up thenew
identityaxiom."2
are right,thenthefriendsof temporalpartsmustgive up meta1 If myinformants
the Calculus
physical thesisM3 and, therefore,
the old identityaxiom and, therefore,
of Individuals. They can still construeparthood as a two-place relation; but they
must take identityto be governed,instead,by
(x = y) O[(x < y) & (y < x)]
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Suppose theyare right.Then we must take the logic of parthood
to be a modal logic, which might be called the Modal Cross-temporal Calculus of Individuals.
I shall not constructsuch a logic, since I thinkit does not pay to
rehearsethe alternativepossible replacementsforthe fusionaxiom
or axioms. What mattersforpresentpurposes, in any case, is really
only what should be said about identity.It seems to me, however,
that thatis plain enough: we should replace CCI1 with:
(MCCI1)(x = y) O(t)[(x E@ t V y E@ t) D (x <y @ t & y <x @ t)]
That eliminates the difficulty.Let 'House' be the name of the
house, and 'Ice' be the name of the ice it is made of. Then (if my
informantsare right) thereis a world, and a time t in that world,
such that
Ice E@ t
is true,and (since House does not exist in thatworld)
Ice < House @ t & House < Ice @ t
is false. That being so, MCCI1 tells us that House is not identical
with Ice.
But this is of interestonly if my informantsare rightabout this
case, or would be rightabout a bettercase.
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hilosophicalinvestigations
of theconceptualsortare often

pursued in thelightof puzzle cases; and thisis, I think,both
understandableand (at least up to a point) justifiable,since it
is only by pressing our concepts to their limits that we may discoverwheretheirboundarieslie and thusachieve some insightinto
theirlogical shape. This is as truein the philosophy of identityas
in thatof any otherconcept worthyof philosophical investigation.
Hence, in discussions of personal identity,the abundance of examples involving amnesia, paramnesia, duplication of memories,
brain transplantation,commissurotomy,and so forth. Philosophers concernedwith artifactidentityexhibit the same interestin
puzzling or paradoxical cases, and of thesetheexample of the ship
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